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Figure 1: Colorization results on CIFAR10

1. Introduction

Image colorization, the task of adding colors to grayscale
images, has been the focus of significant research efforts
in computer vision in recent years for its various applica-
tion areas such as color restoration and automatic animation
colorization [15, 1]. The colorization problem is challeng-
ing as it is highly ill-posed with two out of three image di-
mensions lost, resulting in large degrees of freedom. How-
ever, semantics of the scene as well as the surface texture
could provide important cues for colors: the sky is typically
blue, the clouds are typically white and the grass is typically
green, and there are huge amounts of training data available

*equal contribution, ranked in alphabetic order

for learning such priors since any colored image could serve
as a training data point [20].

Colorization is initially formulated as a regression task
[5], which ignores the multi-modal nature of color predic-
tion. In this project, we explore automatic image coloriza-
tion via classification and adversarial learning. We will
build our models on prior works, apply modifications for
our specific scenario and make comparisons.

2. Related Works
Recently, deep learning techniques progressed notably

for image colorization, and the fully-automatic colorization
task (which does not take interactive input compared with
the Scribble-based user-guided one) is commonly tackled
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with 3 approaches: regression, classification and adversarial
learning [1, 5, 20, 10, 15].

[5] takes the lead in investigating fully-automatic col-
orization with deep neural networks (DNNs) and formulates
image colorization as a regression problem: the DNN takes
the extracted feature descriptors at each pixel as input and
outputs the continuous values of the colored channels at the
corresponding pixel, with the loss function to be the Mean
Square Error (MSE) between the predicted colored channel
values and the ground truth. [20] first formulates the task
as a classification problem by quantizing the ab channels of
the CIE Lab color space into 313 discrete ab pairs and us-
ing the multinomial cross entropy loss to train the model.
[10, 15] uses conditional Generative Adversarial Networks
(cGANs) for automatic colorization of grayscale images.

3. Approach
We summarize the overall objective of colorization as

follows: given a single lightness channel of an image X ∈
RH×W×1, predict the two corresponding color channels
Ŷ = F(X) ∈ RH×W×2, where F is the mapping func-
tion to be learned.

3.1. Classification-based Colorization

In this approach, we treat the colorization task as a clas-
sification problem instead of a regression problem due to
the ambiguity of colorization. We employ an architecture
similar to U-Net [18] without skip-connection and with di-
lated convolutions following [20, 4, 19]. Details of our
architecture are shown in Figure 2 with two variants.

To formalize, the ab color space is quantized to bins of
size 10, and yields a total of 313 possible ab pairs. Our
network maps the input X to a probability distribution Ẑ ∈
[0, 1]H×W×Q, where Q = 313 is the number of quantized
ab pairs. Our loss function is formulated as follows.

Lcl(Ẑ, Z) = −
∑
h,w

∑
q

Zh,w,q log(Ẑh,w,q)

where Ẑ is the predicted probability distribution and Z is
the quantized ground truth, using the soft-encoding scheme
in [20]. Therefore, the network is not strictly end-to-end
learned. To obtain the final colorized image, we first map
the predicted probability distribution Ẑ to color channels Ŷ
by function Ŷ = H(Ẑ), and then concatenate Ŷ to the input
lightness channel X . For function H, we use the annealed-
mean operation in [20] with temperature T = 0.38.

Unlike [20], we did not apply class rebalancing. The
technique is originally used to correct the bias towards
lower ab values, but we empirically observed that it dis-
rupted the training process in our case.

3.2. GAN-based Colorization

Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [7] are com-
posed of two competing neural network models. For this

colorization problem setting, the generator takes grayscale
images and generates colorized versions; the discriminator
gets colored images either from the generator or the labels,
concatenated with the grayscale images, and tries to identify
which pair contains the real colored image [17]. Similar to
the approach in [17], we utilize deep convolutional neural
networks as generative models for our adversarial frame-
work. Since for the colorization problem setting, the input
is grayscale images instead of random noises, we employ
a conditional GAN instead of the traditional one. The cost
functions are formulated as follows.
min
θG

J(G) (θD, θG) = min
θG
−Ez [log (D (G (0z |x)))] + λ ‖G (0z |x)− y‖1

max
θD

J(D) (θD, θG) = max
θD

(Ey [log(D(y|x))] + Ez log (1−D (G (0z |x) |x))])

whereG (0z|x) is the colorized image produced by the gen-
erator, with input as zero noise 0z with the grayscale image
x as a prior and y is the ground truth.

We build up and train a Conditional Deep Convolu-
tional Generative Adversarial Network (C-DCGAN) fol-
lowing [15]. We employ a modified U-Net [18] for our ba-
sic architecture. For the generator G, it is constructed as the
modified U-Net model as shown in Figure 3. For the dis-
criminator D, it only utilizes the contracting part (encoder)
in the U-Net model, with the number of channels being dou-
bled after each down-sampling. The output layer is a 4× 4
convolutional layer with stride 1, which generates a 1 di-
mensional output. Finally, the sigmoid activation function
is used to map the output to a probability of the input image
being real.

To better control the color space, we separate the bright-
ness channel and color channels using the CIE Lab color
space, where we only need to predict two color channels ab
in the generator.

4. Experiment
Dataset We evaluate our models on the canonical dataset
CIFAR-10 [13]. CIFAR-10 consists of 60000 images of res-
olution 32 × 32 uniformly partitioned in 10 classes, with
each class having 6000 images. Specifically, for each class,
5000 images are randomly selected for training and the re-
maining 1000 images are left for testing.

Training We train both models using Adam [11], with
learning rate of 1e-3 for the classfication-based model, and
learning rate of 1e-4 for both generator and discriminator
of the GAN-based model. The regularization term λ is set
as 100 for the generator of the GAN-based model. Our
classfication-based model is trained for 100 epochs, and
takes 4.5 hours to train on one Tesla V100 hosted on Google
Colab Pro; our GAN-based model is trained for 200 epochs,
and takes 4 hours on one Nvidia GTX 2070 hosted on a re-
mote server.
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Figure 2: Network architecture for classification-based colorization. Each Conv block is composed of 2 or 3 repeated Conv and ReLU
layers. All spatial downsamplings in the network are achieved by Conv layer with stride greater than 1. We have two variants for this
architecture w.r.t the output layer. Variant 1: we upsample the ab probability distribution to the original size, and calculate loss w.r.t the
quantized ground truth. The upsampling methods include bilinear interpolation and ConvTranspose. Variant 2: we keep the ab probability
distribution unchanged (Id in the figure) , but downsample the quantized ground truth to make the size match.

Figure 3: Network architecture for generator (U-Net) of GAN. The symmetric architecture consists of left contracting path and right
expansive path. For the green contracting path (encoder), each block is a 4 × 4 convolutional layer with stride 2 for down-sampling,
followed by batch normalization and Leaky-ReLU activation function with slope 0.2. For the right expansive path (decoder), each block
consists of a 4 × 4 transposed convolutional layer with stride 2 for up-sampling and concatenation with the mirroring layer from the
contracting path. Then, the concatenated block goes through a 3 × 3 convolution layer with stride 1 for halving channels, followed by
batch normalization and ReLU activation function. The output layer is a 1× 1 convolution layer followed by a Tanh activation function.

4.1. Evaluation Metrics

Pixel-wise Accuracy To measure the difference between
the learned images from our models and the true images,
we first measure the mean absolute error between pixels.
For one test image, the accuracy is measured by the ratio of
the number of pixels whose errors are smaller than the error
threshold ε. Formally, denote pred(i, j) as one image pixel
in image generated by the model and real(i, j) as the origi-
nal image pixel values. Both pixel values are normalized to
[0, 1]. If the absolute difference is smaller than ε, namely

|pred(i, j)− real(i, j)| < ε,

then pred(i, j) will be classified as true in terms of color
information compared with the pixel in original ones. As
each pixel has R, G, B values, we mark one pixel as true

when all of its three channel values satisfy the above equa-
tion.

PSNR and SSIM Besides, we use peak-signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and structrural similarity index (SSIM index)
to measure image qualities [9]. PSNR is defined in log form
of the mean sqaure error and we calculate PSNR for each
generated images( after transformation from Lab to rgb).
SSIM is a method to measure the similarity between im-
ages. We calculate average PSNR and SSIM values on the
test dataset and the results are shown below.

4.2. CIFAR-10 Results

We carried out experiments on the CIFAR-10 dataset.
Both the classification method and the GAN method are
able to automatically colorize grayscale images to an ac-
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Model Pixel-Acc ε = 2% Pixel-Acc ε = 5% PSNR (dB) SSIM
Classification (Upsample - Bilinear Interpolation ) 0.888% 5.272% 21.491 0.913
Classification (Upsample - Deconv) 0.919% 5.189% 21.220 0.908
Classification (Downsample) 0.923% 5.828% 21.848 0.913
GAN (ours) 33.255% 57.510% 24.608 0.910
GAN [15] 24.100% 65.500% — —

Table 1: Model Performance Comparison on CIFAR-10

Figure 4: Comparison of Colarization Results on CIFAR-10.
(a) Grayscale. (b) Classification. (c) GAN. (d) Ground Truth.

ceptable visual degree. Qualititative results are shown in
Figure 1, 4. Quantatitive results are shown in Table 1.
Compared with classficiation methods, images generated
by GAN has much higher pixel-wise accuracy and higher
PSNR(dB) values, indicating that in general the GAN
method performs better than classification. The SSIM val-
ues observed by two methods are approximately the same.
As we calculate the metrics based on the three channels (R,
G, B), we compare the pixel-wise accuracy of three chan-
nels and find that for both two methods, the accuracy in R
channel is lower than the other two channels, which implies
our models are weak to generate colors in R channels.

4.3. User Study

We carried out a fool study process by randomly pick-
ing 200 generated sets, where each set has three images,
the ground truth and colorized images learned by classifica-
tion and by GAN respectively. We asked 16 students who
did not know the image labels in advance to identify which
image is the ground truth in each set. The identified class
ratios are listed in table 2. We also asked users to rate im-
ages ranging from 1 - 5, with higher score indicating better
image reality and quality.

Identified class ratio Ground Truth Classification GAN
identified / total 54.91% 4.80% 40.69 %

Avg Score 4.0 2.3 3.7
Table 2: User Study Table

The above results show that images generated by GAN
and CNN can fool users to some extent.

5. Implementation
For classification-based approach, we adopt the architec-

ture in [20] but reduce the number of channels by a factor of
1
4 to align with the smaller image size (32× 32) in CIFAR-
10. In addition, we implement two variants of the archi-
tecture, with different downsampling or upsampling meth-
ods for the output layer (see Figure 2). We implement the
training and evaluation code from scratch in PyTorch, and
tune the hyperparameters by ourselves. We utilize the ten-
sorboard function in PyTorch to display synchronous col-
orization results. The code snippets for color conversion
and quantization of ab color space are borrowed from [21]
and [3] respectively.

For GAN-based approach, we adopt the architecture of
C-DCGAN and hyperparameters given in [15] but reduce
the number of layers in the U-Net basic architecture as we
are dealing with smaller images (see Figure 3). We im-
plement the models of generator and discriminator in Py-
Torch from scratch and simplify the code to make it more
straightforward. We utilize the tensorboard function in Py-
Torch to display synchronous colorization results. We refer
to dataloader code, training code and color conversion and
quantization code from rgb to Lab in [2] but we implement
our own evaluation code, color conversion and quantization
code from Lab to rgb.

6. Conclusion
In this project, we compare and evaluate the perfor-

mance of convolutional neural networks and generative ad-
versarial networks on automatic image colorization tasks.
Both of them are able to automatically colorize grayscale
images to an acceptable visual degree. Compared with
the classification-based CNN method, C-DCGAN perform
much better while is also more computationally expensive
at the same time.

7. Future Work
We plan to experiment with images of higher resolu-

tions from dataset like ImageNet [6] (224 × 224) or MS
COCO [14] (640× 480). Besides, modifying the backbone
of the classifier (like change to ResNet [8]) can potentially
improve the performance. We also plan to further explore
other generative models like VAE [12] and VQ-VAE [16].
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